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Abstract
Our past experiences influence the way we cope with things at present. Experience
effect is that prior experience which affects the behaviour pattern later on. The outcome
of prior agonistic confrontation decides the winner and loser in a sequential fight such
that winners have higher probability to win again and losers have higher probability to
lose again, which is called winner and loser effects. Winner and loser effects have been
described in many animals and studied in detail with established aggressive model in
zebrafish. However, none of studies considered of individual variation, the personality
or behavioural syndromes especially different coping styles such as shy versus bold,
proactive versus reactive in zebrafish. Genetic modulation provides us with an option:
spiegeldanio strain (spd) with aggression-boldness syndrome can be used to study the
winner loser effect in lab. Pairing spd with wild-type strain (AB) to let them fight with
each other and their own mirror images separately can help us understand better about
the relationship between personality and winning/losing experience effect and
contribute to decode the molecular mechanism behind this.
Introduction
Winner and loser effects are literally defined as increased probability to win after prior
experience of winning and increased probability to lose after losing experience,
respectively (Dugatkin, L. A., et al., 1997). Previous studies have shown that in classic
dyadic contest, losing experience will reduce the aggressiveness of an individual, which
means that losers are more likely to retreat when challenged rather than initiate an
agonistic confrontation. Winners in the same case have higher chance to repel the
opponents in a fewer attacks (Howe, et al.,2013).
Aggressive behaviour as a kind of state-dependent behaviour are affected by prior
experience, thus determined by integration of information and comprehensive analysis
of cost and benefits especially when fighting can cost huge amount of energy (Taborsky
B, Oliveira R F., 2012). Social experience is known to have neuroplasic effects, e.g
affecting connection strength among synapses due to the synaptic plasticity (Zupanc G
K H, Lamprecht J, 2000). Brain monoamines (e.g.. dopamine, serotonin) are known to
play crucial roles in modulation of many behavior, including aggressive behaviour
(Libersat F, Pflueger H J, 2004; Goodson J L, Thompson R R, 2010). The exact
regulation mechanisms of monoamines are nonlinear and have not been thoroughly
understood (Olivier B, 2004; Dulawa SC, Gross C, et al., 2000; Jenck F, Broekkamp
CL, et al., 1989).
Zebrafish is a convenient model for behavioural genetic experiment and the
neurobehavioural research is burgeoning in the past decade (Grunwald DJ, Eisen JS.,
et al., 2001; Gerlai R., et al., 2003; Guo S., et al., 2004). The complete genome has
been sequenced and published in 2013 (Howe K, Clark M,et al.,2013) and new genetic
tool kits in zebrafish (Hwang W Y, Fu Y, et al., 2013) is undergoing fast development.
Zebrafish are closer to human compared to traditional invertebrate genetic model
animals such as, Drosophila melanogaster, and Caenorhabditis elegans since it shares
70 percent protein coding genes with humans of which 84 per cent are thought to be
associated with human diseases (Howe K, Clark M D, et al., 2013). Rodents are more
mature model animals than zebrafish with complicated behaviour and advanced nerve

system more relative to humans but they are less convenient for large scale behavioural
screening due to cots, space requierments and relatively lower reproductive rate.
Zebrafish are shoaling fish and only perform agonistic behaviour when competing for
resources such as mate, food, territories and shelter (Spence R, Gerlach G, et al.,2008).
Both male and female zebrafish shows aggressive behaviour in nature (Spence R,
Gerlach G, et al., 2008) and scientists have already found methods to construct a
fighting paradigm by separating them in pairs induced by mirror of chemical signals of
each other overnight (Oliveira R F, Silva J F, et al., 2011). Zebrafish are prone to
establish dominant-subordinate relationships through aggressive behaviour when kept
in pairs (Larson ET, O‘Malley DM, et al., 2006). The agonistic behaviour is symmetric
such as side display and circular displays before fight is resolved, yet asymmetric
behaviour, e.g. attacking, fleeing and chasing replace the symmetric behaviours after
the resolution point when winners, attacker would no longer be attacked (Oliveira R F,
Silva J F, et al., 2011). This behavioural paradigm is a useful tool to investigate the
relationship between behavioural syndromes and corresponding neuromodulators in
different brain areas in wild-type or gene-edited fish lineages and increase our
understanding on how neural circuits are involved in social interaction.
The “Aggression-boldness syndrome” (Sih A., et al., 2004) is characterized by aboveaverage boldness, exploratory behavior and aggressiveness, which is also defined as
proactive, which the opposite is reactive. This characteristic has been observed in
many animals including birds and many mammalian species. Scientists were
successful in developing an intrinsic proactive zebrafish by editing fgfr-1 gene that
encodes a membrane receptors, the fibroblast growth factor receptor 1a. This mutant
zebrafish was named spiegeldanio strain (spd) (Norton W H J, Stumpenhorst K, et al.,
2011). Fibroblast growth factor is important for brain development in vertebrates and
the lack of its receptor will lower the activation signal pathways trigger by FGF
resulting in reduction of histamine levels in the brain. The proactive phenotype of spd
zebrafish is reversed when treating with extrinsic histamines.
The aims of this project are (i) to construct a behavioural paradigm under which a pair
of male wild-type and spd zebrafish are consistently fighting; (ii) to compare the
patterns of agonistic behaviours of wild-type and spd zebrafish; (iii) to comparing the
winning percentage between wild-type and spd zebrafish; (iv) to study the winner and
loser effect on the fighting patterns of wild-type and spd zebrafish when confronting
mirror images; (v) to compare the winner and loser effect on wild-type and spd
zebrafish in sequential dyadic fight; (vi) compare level of monoamines (dopamine (DA)
and serotonin (5-HT,5-hydroxytryptamine) the DA metabolite DOPAC (3,4dihydroxyphenylacetic acid)and the 5-HT metabolite 5-HIAA (5-hydroxy indole acetic
acid)) in the telencephalon, optic tectum, brain stem and cerebellum of wild-type and
spd zebrafish at the end of behavioural tests. Our experiment will contribute to build up
connectivity between aggressive behaviours and neural circuits.
Materials and Methods
1. Animals and maintenance
The parental generation of the experimental animals were purchased from Neurmann
Lab, EMBL Germany We had two groups in this experiment, AB strain and a spd

mutant. All fish in our lab are kept in a water circulation system (Aquaneering, U.S.A.)
of which the temperature are maintained at 28 degree centigrade, nitrites are kept <0.2
ppm, nitrates <50 ppm and ammonia 0.01–0.1 ppm, while pH and conductivity are at 7
and 700 Sm respectively. The circadian of the fish room is 14 hours with light and 10
hours in darkness. We feed all zebrafish twice a day with commercial food flakes in the
morning and Artemia salina in the afternoon. Yet we only gave tested subjectives
commercial food flakes during the experiment time because it was easier to see the food
particles and record which fish was coming to grab the particle first.
2. Experiment settings and fish preparation
Firstly, we tried to select size-marched fourteen AB zebrafish and fourteen spd
zebrafish. According to the measurement, both the length (AB, mean ±SD: 3.75±0.24;
spd, mean ±SD: 3.85 ±0.21) and weight (AB, mean ±SD: 3.75±0.24; spd, mean ±SD:
3.85±0.21) of AB and spd zebrafish do not have significant difference (length, MannWhitney test: P=0.1891>0.05; weight, t-test, P= 0.08059>0.05). The fourteen tanks (29
cm ×19.5 cm ×13.6 cm) for behaviour test is made of transparent PVC. We only need
19.5 ×13.6 ×9.7 size of space for behaviour test so a 13.6 ×19.5 opaque partitions are
deployed to divide the tanks. Accordingly, we wrapped them up with white stickers
(10cm × 55cm) except for the 19.5cm × 13.6cm side facing the cameras. There are
20cm × 10cm × 0.5cm white opaque PVC partition fitting the tanks to divide the tank
into two equal compartments. In addition, there are many small holes on the partition
so that the zebrafish in the same tank can still communicate with chemical signals when
they were separated by the partitions. On both 20cm × 10cm sides of each tanks are
pasted mirrors (size) for the mirror fight. We also prepared two opaque black PVC
partition (20cm × 10cm × 0.3cm) to hide the mirrors during the dyadic fight. All the
instruments needed to keep the fish alive are placed in the back apartment of tank
including air flow tubes, filtering pump. Heater to maintain the water temperature at
about 28 degree centigrade.

Figure 1. The three dimensional model of fish tank used in behavioural tests (in this condition, it is for
mirror test). Compartment A&B are used for both mirror tests and dyadic fight tests. Compartment C is
where the pumps and heaters are settled. The movable partition separating compartment A and
compartment B would be removed during the dyadic fight tests.

3. Behavioural test
The aggressive behavioural paradigm is used in our experiment (26). Previous
experiment proved that 24 hours social isolation is fair enough to elicit the agonistic
behaviours when zebrafish encountered in pairs (ref). The zebrafish were placed in
corresponding compartment in pairs (AB, spd) of the experimental tanks separated by
partitions a day before the aggressive confrontations. After the overnight isolation, we
lifted the black partitions of all tanks to let them fight with their own mirror image.
Then we recorded their interactions for 10 minutes of all fourteen tanks. Four video
cameras (Canon lLEGRA HFM406, Canon LEGRIA FS46, JVC-Everio S Memory
camcorder-GZ-MS215, Panasonic 1.7 MEGA PIXEL ) with standers (hama STAR 62)
were used to make the videos for further analyze. Only can single video camera get
distinguishable videos when shooting 2 tanks at once, so we are merely able to record
8 tanks in one round. Hence, we shooted twice in each round of agonistic behaviour
tests (eight tanks + six tanks). Cover the mirror with black partitions and let the fish rest
for about 10 minutes. lift the middle partitions all tanks to let the fish fight in pairs and
also record for 10 minutes. Record another 10 minutes dyadic fight in the afternoon and
let the fish fight overnight without separating partitions. Repeat all the procedures in
the first day during the behavioural tests on second day.

Figure 2. Diagram of setting for dyadic interactions. Two mirrors are covered by opaque black PVC
partitions and movable partition in the middle is moved to let each pairs interact physically.

4. Sample preparation
All the twenty-eight fish are immediately sacrificed in ice water after the final dyadic
interactionbecause monoamines degrade very quickly. The brain was macro-dissected
into 3 parts: Olfactory bulb, telencephalon plus diencephalon together, optic tectum and
cerebellum plus brain stem together. on a BFS series freezing stage (Physitemp, USA)
under a stereoscope (Zeiss; Stemi 2000). All the brain samples were placed in dry ice
in marked microtube respectively and kept in minus 80 degree centigrade until analysis.
The time-spent between sacrifice and when brain tissues are frozen on dry ice should
be within two minutes to avoid the monoamines degradation.
5. Behavioural observation
The videos were analyzed without facilitation with StormPlayer. For the dyadic
interactions, we refer to the ethogram from Rui F. Oliveira etc’s paper. According to
their research, there two fighting stages which are pre resolution and post resolution
phase. During the pre resolution phase, the aggressive behaviours of the dyads are
symmetric which ire mainly displaying and circling. Both the frequency and duration
of those two behaviours are recorded. During the post-resolution phase, we scouted
frequency of displaying, chasing, striking and biting. The duration of chasing was also
taken note. The bitings are classified by counting the number of bites on the following
regions: on dorsal fin, anal fin, caudal fin, head, belly or tail. We had planned to analyze
every video of dyadic interaction for ten minutes. In the second round of dyadic
interaction, yet the videos of two tanks (tank 7&8) are shot for only 5 minutes and 20
seconds due to technical problem so we also analyzed 5 minutes and 20 seconds for all
videos of second dyadic interaction. As to mirror-image interaction, we calculated
overall time of facing to mirror and facing away from mirror. The fish were regarded
as facing towards the mirror when their heads were within the hemisphere A facing
away from the mirror. Otherwise, we regarded them as facing towards the mirror. The
frequency of biting, striking, retreating were scouted. Meanwhile, the duration of

freezing near, far from, in top of, in bottom of the tank were also recorded. Notably, the
time of freezing in each positions is overlapping. Each videos of mirror-image
interaction are analyzed for ten minutes. Distinctly, The AB and spd strain differ in
pigmentation of their scales, B have black lines while the skin of spd are dotted. From
relatively lower resolution videos the spd are conspicuously yellowish due to less
pigmentation compared to dark skin AB zebrafish.

Figure 3. Diagram illustrating the rule to determine whether fish face towards or away from mirror. A
point in the middle of fish body is the centre of a imagine sphere. The auxiliary plane within the sphere
is parallel with the mirror plane. When fish head is inside the hemisphere A, the fish is recorded as
facing away from mirror. When fish head is inside the hemisphere B, the fish is recorded as facing
towards mirror.

6. Data analysis
Generalized Poisson linear regression analysis was applied to analyzed the data of
behavioural test including the count data (total number of bites, retreat etc.) with the
ancillary of IBM SPSS statistic software, version 23. All the parameters from both
mirror test (duration of facing away and facing to the mirror) and dyadic fight (latency
duration, total number of displaying, retreating, striking, biting on dorsal fin, anal fin,
caudal fin, head belly, tail respectively, both duration and total number of circling,
chasing and fleeing ) were analyzed.
7. HPLC (not yet complete)
The high performance liquid chromatograph systems were made up of a solvent
delivery assystem model 582 (ESA, Bedford, MA, USA), an auto injector Midas type
830 (SparkHolland, Emmen, the Netherlands), a reverse phase column (Reprosil-Pur
C18-AQ3 m, 100 mm × 4 mm column, Dr. Maisch HPLC GmbH, AmmerbuchEntringen, Germany) kept at 40◦C and an ESA 5200 Coulochem II EC detector (ESA,
Bedford,MA, USA) with two electrodes at reducing and oxidizing potentials of −40
mV and+320 mV.The whole HPLC-EC systems are adjusted to their ideal condition.
The contaminations in the system were oxidized by a guarding electrode with voltage

of +450 mV. Monoamines standard solution containing 10 ng/ml NE, 10 ng/ml
DOPAC, 10 ng/ml DA, 5HIAA*, 10 ng/ml 5HT* was prepared with acetate buffer
(PH= 5.0) and run in the system to calibrate the detection cell and to be ready for
measurement of the concentration of each monoamines components existing in
zebrafish brain samples.
Each of the brain section samples were prepared before were homogenized in 125
microliter acetate buffer with 100 ng/ml 3,4-dihydroxybenzylamine (DHBA, the
internal standard for HPLC software ClarityTM (DataApex Ltd., Prague, Czech
Republic)) by a Sonifer cell disruptor B-30 (Branson Ultrasonics, Danbury, CT, USA)
in 4 degree centigrade and then were transferred on dry ice. The supernatant was taken
for high performance liquid chromatography with electrochemical detection (HPLCEC) while the sediments which are the proteins component of the brain samples are
measured to normalize the level of brain monoamines by Bicinchoninic acid protein
determination (Sigma–Aldrich, Sweden) following the manufacturer’s instructions.
The monoamines dopamine (DA) and serotonin (5-HT,5-hydroxytryptamine) the DA
metabolite DOPAC (3,4-dihydroxyphenylacetic acid)and the 5-HT metabolite 5-HIAA
(5-hydroxy indole acetic acid) would be analyzed.
Results
Mirror tests of AB and spd fish
Each pairs (Fig. 4 a&c, b&d, e&g, f&h, i&k, j&l) of the parameters in figure 4 indicate
inverse syndromes. On the first day, AB spent less time (P<0.0001) facing towards the
mirror (Fig. 4a) and more time (P<0.0001) facing away from mirror than spd
(P<0.0001, Fig. 4c). Spd zebrafish spent significantly longer time (P<0.0001) near the
mirror (Fig. 4e) and shorter time (P<0.0001) far away from mirror (Fig. 4g) than AB.
AB tended to suspend in the middle of tank neither on the top nor at the bottom while
spd spent longer time at the bottom (P<0.0001) or on the top of the tank (Fig. 4i, k).
On the second day, the difference of some parameters between AB and spd zebrafish
were getting wider but some were inversed. AB spent even less time facing towards
mirror (P<0.0001, Fig. 4b) and longer time away from the mirror (P<0.0001, Fig. 4h).
On the first day, AB spent less time near the mirror (P<0.0001, figure 4e) but this
relationship was reversed on the second day of the experiment (P<0.0001, Fig. 4f).
Nonetheless, the time AB and spd spent facing away and towards mirror showed only
small variation between the observations (Fig. 4a&b, c&d).

Figure 4. Overall analysis of the positions and
postures of fourteen AB and spd zebrafish
fish in mirror test. (a, b, c, d) Average
durations (s) facing towards and away from
the mirror; (e, f, g, h) average durations spent
near and far away from the mirror; (i, j, k, l)
average durations spent on the top and at the
bottom of the tank during the first and second
day. The generalized Poison distribution is
used to analyze the count data of behaviour
tests. (*) means P<0.05, (**) means P<0.001,
(***) means P<0.0001.

The frequency of agonistic behaviour including biting and striking the mirror differed
significantly between AB and spd but was reversed on the second day. AB bit mirror
more frequently than spd on the first day (P<0.0001, Fig. 5a) but struck the mirror less
than spd (P<0.0001, Fig 5c). However, spd bit more (P<0.0001, Fig. 5b) and struck less
(P<0.0001, Fig. 5d) on the second day. On the other hand, the submissive behaviours,
retreating from mirror (P<0.0001, Fig. 5e, f) and freezing near (P<0.05, Fig. 5g;
P<0.0001, Fig. 5h) and far from the mirror (P<0.001, Fig. 5i; P<0.000, Fig. 5j) are
observed significantly more frequently in spd on both days. The agonistic behaviours
of spd were more fragmented with more intervals and a round of biting or striking is
usually shorter than AB.

Figure 5. Average of total number of behavioural
acts in mirror tests on day 1 and day 2 for AB and
spd zebbrafish. (a, b) is the total numbers of biting
the mirror; (c,d) striking the mirror; (e, f)
retreating from mirror; (g, h) freezing near mirror;
(i, j) freezing far from mirror.(*) means P<0.05,
(**) means P<0.001, (***) means P<0.0001.

Dyadic interaction between AB and spd zebrafish
For the dyadic interaction, we observed significant difference between the first
interaction and the last observation in both AB and spd except for striking (Fig. 7).
Dyadic fights can be divided into two distinct phases. The first phase consist of mutual
assessment behaviour including side display, circular displays. Then one of the pair
members, the winner, initiated agonistic behaviour such as biting, chasing whereas
loser attempt to retreat, flee and freeze on top or at bottom of tank. Before sacrificing
in the end of the behavioural test, two AB, the losers of two dyads were dying. They
were upside down and hardly moved but spd continued biting fiercely.
Circular displaying is the most distinct characteristics of pre-resolution phase lasting
for a few minutes sometimes. We observed significant reduction of frequency of
circular display on the second day (P<0.0001, Fig. 7c, d) resulting of more stable
dominance relationships after overnight dyadic interaction. There are no significant
difference in the frequency of side displaying between the two observations for AB
(Fig. 7a) but in spd fish side displaying increased significantly on the second day
(P<0.0001, Fig. 7b). Side displaying was actually done by the winner when the loser
froze during the post-resolution phase. At the same time, there are more spd fish that
became dominant on the second day. The chasing duration (P<0.0001, Fig. 7g) and
frequency (P<0.0001, Fig. 7e) of AB dropped significantly between two days. Similarly
chasing frequency (P<0.05, Fig. 7f) of spd decreased strikingly.
The frequency of AB biting on the head (P<0.0001, Fig. 7j), dorsal fin (P<0.0001, Fig.
7n), and caudal fin (P<0.0001, Fig. 7h) decreased significantly on the second day
compared to the first day. In spd fish biting on the dorsal fin (Fig. 7o, P<0.001), anal

fin (P<0.001, Fig. 7m), caudal fin (P<0.001, Fig. 7i) increased significantly. Biting is
not directed at random body positions. Overall, the belly is the most favorable target to
bite for AB and spd during dyadic interaction and account for 53% of all the biting,
while biting on tail and dorsal fin are almost equally preferred, representing 16% and
13% of total bites, respectively. Head, anal fin, caudal fin were not main targets of
biting overall (Fig. 6).

16%

13%

dorsal fin
5%
5%
8%

anal fin
caudal fin
head
belly

53%
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Figure 6. pie chart of total number of biting on different positions correspondingly (on dorsal fin, anal
fin, caudal fin, head, belly, tail) in all dyadic interaction for both fish strains.

Figure 7. Average frequency and duration of agonistic behaviours in dyadic fight in AB and spd. Average
frequency of (a, b) side displays; (c, d) circular displays; (e, f) chasing; (h, i, j, k, l, m, n) biting on caudal
fin, head, anal fin, dorsal fin in AB and spd on day 1 and day 2. (g, h) is chasing duration in AB and spd
on day 1 and day 2

There are two forms of retreating in different conditions. Slow retreating usually
happened in the pre-resolution phase and at the very end of dyadic interaction. Slow
retreating frequency declined in both AB and spd (P<0.0001, Fig. 8e; P<0.0001, Fig.
8f). Fast retreating usually happens after fight escalation, where the winner fiercely
bites or strikes its opponent. AB froze on the top and at bottom of tank for longer time
(P<0.0001, Fig. 8l) and less frequently (P<0.0001, Fig. 8j) on the second day. Spd froze
on the top of tank for longer time (P<0.0001, Fig. 8i) whereas duration and frequency
of freezing at bottom was similar on the second day (fFig. 8m,k). No interest with each
other might result in dyad of fish freezing though very rare, only happening in one of
the fourteen tanks considering the small room of the tanks. In this situation, two fish
froze at position distance from each other, one on the top and one at bottom. In common
situation, the loser, which totally gave up fighting back or would not resist in short time,
would freeze on the bottom of the tank.

Figure 8. Average duration and frequency
of submissive behaviours. (a, b, c, d)
Average frequency and duration of
fleeing; (e, f, g, h) duration of slow and
fast retreat; (h, i) duration of freezing at
the top of bottom; (j, k, l, m) frequency
and duration of freezing on the bottom of
tanks

Discussion
In order to evaluate boldness and aggression the position and orientation of the fish
towards the mirror was analysed in AB and spd. The results show that AB spent less
time facing towards mirror compared to spd, suggesting that AB are less aggressive and
shy tending to avoid direct confrontation. Another indicator that spd fish are more
aggressive than AB fish is that they spend longer time near the mirror than AB fish.
During dyadic interactions AB’s position in tank is more like it during the pre-solution
phase while spd’s resembled post-resolution phase, given that in the dyadic fight, the
dyad of fish usually stayed in the middle during the pre-solution phase and stayed at
top or bottom of the tank during post-solution phase. Hence, we speculate that spd
zebrafish generally have higher self-assessment during the mutual assessment period
and solve the fight quickly even in the mirror test, mimic dyadic fight situation. As
expected because more and more spd zebrafish among 14 dyads gained dominance
during dyadic fight on the second day. Winner effects reinforce the proactive
behavioural syndrome of spd while loser effects reinforce the reactive behavioural
syndrome of AB. Spd spent much more time at the top of tank due to their overall higher
hierarchy compared to AB. Intriguingly, the duration spent near and far away from
mirror reversed between AB and spd. According to our observation, when hierarchy

formed, losers tended to freeze most of time to avoid irrigating winners due to loser
effects. Closer the winner approached the loser, tenser the loser would be. Hence, once
the loser froze near the mirror and face towards the mirror, it is startled and became
completely motionless which explains why subordinate and reactive AB would spend
more time in 10 minutes near the mirror.
AB preferred biting than striking in mirror tests and spd in the contrary. This
phenomenon indicates that AB and spd have different fighting methods with its own
image, spd tend to tempt and test its opponent before formal fighting; AB tend to start
body contact right after meeting opponent. Based on observation in dyadic interaction
between AB and spd, spd were prone to bite rather than just strike after they gained
dominance over AB, which belongs to experience effect and explains the alteration
agonistic behaviour pattern of spd zebrafish after dominance.
Retreating partially reflects the overall attacking frequency because zebrafish usually
retreated from mirror after attacking or a round of attacking which sometimes contains
over one hundred times of biting on the mirror. Spd is said to have aggression-boldness
syndrome which suggests that spd would be more explosive in new environment than
AB. Nevertheless, spd also froze a lot which indicates its internal inert characteristics
in the familiar environment. Some individuals attacked mirror were so curious to
interact with their mirror image (thinking it to be a real fish) that they dropped in to the
seal between mirror and tank wall and were trapped there for a few second.
In dyadic interaction, some losers in the first interaction would initiate the next round
of fierce fighting after a few times of freezing which might be an opportunity for losers
to regain energy and re-estimate the fighting ability of winners. Thus, side display
usually happened when one of the fish was freezing. We assumed it as a demonstration
to reinforce winner’s position. The increased frequency of side displaying result from
increased number of spd became dominant on the second day. Moreover, the significant
decline of frequency and duration of chasing in AB and spd are also induced by the
same reason. There is no need to chasing and fleeing when one of the fish have already
in freezing posture and submission.
Belly and dorsal fin were attacked most frequently whereas tail, anal fin and caudal fin
were usually bitten during chasing when head, belly, and dorsal fin were not within
reach. The overall biting frequency increased in spd and decreased in AB is largely
affected by experience effect. According to the observation, slow retreat executed when
uncompromising behaviours can deter their component and when the victim was
weakened by injuries and high level of mental pressure and decline of it was due to the
stable hierarchy on the second day as most of AB in fourteen tank become subordinate
in our final 10minutes-recording. Freezing on the top or too many petty actions on the
bottom of tank would still stress component and serve as a signal that loser was waiting
for any opportunity to strike back. This kind of signal would trigger more agonistic
behaviours in winners so this state of freezing seldom last for long time and usually
scattered and a few AB zebrafish almost died at the end of behaviour test due to the
injuries. Hence, we speculate that dyadic fight will not stop until one of the fish die,
especially when spd zebrafish gains dominance in the interaction.
Our experiment mainly describes the how experience effect, winner loser effect
contribute to agonistic behaviours in presence of mirror image and male-male dyad

zebrafish between two different strains of zebrafish with distinct behavioural syndrome
variation. We also compared the different fighting strategies between AB and spd and
analyzed how their behaviour patterns attribute to the fighting ability and winning
percentage. Most of AB quickly acquired dominance soon after we moved the movable
partition on the first day. However, AB lost after more and more physical contact with
spd. AB stopped attacking submissive opponent sooner and had less resilience at
disadvantage whereas spd always tried to kill the inferior opponent and constantly
attempt to fight back and regain dominance during the dyadic interaction. Only 35.7%
spd is dominant in first round of observation but in the last round of observation up to
64.3% spd won over AB. 28.6% of spd losers inversed the situation gradually and
eventually gained dominance at the end of experiment. Failure of formation of loser
effects has been observed in Drosophila indicating that pretest handling can
significantly interfere with aggressive behaviours in Drosophila melanogaster (Trannoy
S, Chowdhury B, et al., 2015). Loser effects cannot cast influence on spd as strongly
as it on AB which amazingly align with results of a long term experiment with clonal
Amazon molly (Poecilia Formosa) showing that individuals with only losing
experience were prone to achieve the middle dominance rank in the future not the
bottom (Laskowski K L, Wolf M, et al., 2016). In addition, a recent article claimed that
aggressiveness contributed more than winner-loser effects to final social rank in group
of male domestic fowls (Favati A, Løvlie H, et al., 2017). The relationship between
winner and loser effects and social rank in any animals are never direct and linear this
way.
We believed that altered neurotransmitters in the brain circuit of spd impair experience
effect. That the distinct difference between AB and spd is that the brain monoamines
are lower in spd than AB has already been proven by William H. J. Norton, Katharina,
etc before (Norton W H J, Stumpenhorst K, et al., 2011). In the sequential experiments,
HPLC will be used to measure monoamine levels in brain regions of interest to compare
the short-term effects of agonistic interaction exerted on brain between AB and spd,
AB and control group, spd and control group and eventually draw conclusion that how
brain monoamines regulate the behaviour syndromes and how brain monoamine levels
alter in reaction to environment, especially agonistic confrontation.
The design of our behavioural test is feasible but still have some aspects to improve:
1. The latency time was not successfully measured, which is the time period between
the movable partitions is remove and the first interaction with component or mirror
image. We always started recording a few second after we had removed the partition.
It was difficult to record immediately after removing the partition as we were filing two
tanks at a given time. We kept proper distance with fish tanks and avoided making
noises worrying that people’s movement would disturb zebrafish. Nevertheless, the
latency time is too short for us to keep away from tanks. Most of dyads and individuals
in mirror test had already started interaction before we started to record. It turned out
unviable to measure the latency time accurately with simple fish tank design. In
addition, move by hand the obstruction covering mirrors or separating dyads cannot
achieve even low level of synchronization for more than two tanks. It will make great
difference that the partitions can be remote controlled and recording of zebrafish
behaviours can be done automatically but these kind of equipment will be extremely
costly compared to the simple fish tanks and cameras.
2. Zebrafish moved and performed some behaviours at high speed especially during

fierce fighting. Thus, high speed camera with boosted frames than normal home
cameras. Many behaviours such as biting and side displaying can only be detected
clearly frame by frame on computer rather than observed in original speed with bare
eyes. Ancillary software, Observer XT is widely used to tag every behaviours on
timeline in all kinds of behaviour analysis. Nonetheless the striking and biting are too
frequent in zebrafish up to 3 times per second in dyadic interaction. It will be pretty
time consuming in large scale analysis to scout every movement of all the individuals
precisely. Playing video on common video player at 60% of original speed was actually
viable to scout every behaviours of zebrafish within the acceptable error range.
3. Longer recording time can provide more details and more complete procedures of
zebrafish in both mirror test and dyadic confrontation. The former study usually record
for 30 min for one round of interaction but we only analyze 10 min for each interactions.
Some subordinate zebrafish almost froze for the whole time in front of mirror on the
second day and the resolution point of dyadic fight was difficult to observe in only 10
min. If the recording time is prolonged, we may also have data about the duration of
one round of dyadic interaction until the loser initiate another round of fight which has
never been obtained by any other researchers.
We proposed three mechanisms behind the anti-loser effect in spd in dyadic fight.
1. Chemical signals are considered parts of social cues interfered in winner-loser effect
(Rutte C, Taborsky M, et al., 2006). Spd might be non-sensitive to some types of signal
from winner AB. Applying other chemical distractions into water to disturb chemical
signal perceived in both AB and spd. Then set up same dyadic interaction in our
experiment on two days to see whether loser effect also gets impaired in AB.
2. The boldness behavioral syndrome is highly correlated to impairment of loser effect
regardless of genotypes. This hypothesis can be verified by pair former selected bold
and shy line of AB to see if bold individuals in inferior position at first reverse fight
situation in the end.
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